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1
A Quadratically Convergent Parallel Jacobi Process for Almost Diagonal
Matrices with Distinct Eigenvalues.
Abstract
This paper discusses a generalization of the Jacobi process (1846). In
each step 2 n pairs of non-diagonal elements are annihilated in an arbi-
trary almost diagonal matrix. We proof that the recursively constructed
sequence of matrices converges to a diagonal matrix. The quadratically




In the welknown Jacobi algorithm [5] for the diagonalization of a real
symmetríc matrix each of the successive orthogonal similarity transforma-
tions is designed to annihilate a symmetric pair of off-diagonal elements.
The ultimately quadratic convergence of this algorithm has been investi-
gated by several authors [6,7,9,12].
In this paper we describe a natural, despite new generalization of that
Jacobi process for the diagonalization of a non-normal almost diagonalxmatrix A E~n n with distinct eigenvalues. We assume n to be even. In each
iteration
A(ktl) - S-1 A(k) S, k E Z,k k
(0) 1with A .- A, 2 n pairs of symmetrically placed off-diagonal elements are
annihilated. The transformation matrices Sk are not unitary. Consequently
monotonic decrease of the Frobenius norms of the non-diagonal parts of
A(k) can not be guaranteed despite the annihilation of elements.
In [97 the same lack of monotonicity caused genuine difficulties in the
proof of the quadratic convergence of the Eberlein algorithm C3,8] for the
algebraïc eigenproblem.
Each Sk is a direct sum of 2 n unimodular shears Ti k, i- 1,..., n~2;





They annihilate 2 n pairs of the transformed matrix. In case of hermitian
A each Ti k is a unitary 2 x 2 block. Our strategy for the pivots (R(i,k),
m(i,k)) aims to annihílate each off diagonall element exactly once in n-1
successive steps:
F m(i,k)
{(R(i,k),m(i,k))~i-1,...,n~2,k-0,...,n-2} - {i,j)~1CiCjCn}. (1.3)
3
If the difference of A(k) - D k t(k -E and its diagonal part D(k) -
diag(a~~)) is small relatively the separation of the eigenvalues, the
transformation matrix Sk almost equals the unit matrix. Then the previous-
ly annihilated elements can increase only slowly. That phenomenon gives
rise to the quadratic convergence:
~E(n-1)pF C constant ~E(0)~F . (1.4)
The ideas of Brent and Luk [2] for the solution of the symmetric eigenpro-
blem on a systolic array can be carried over to our method. Further may be
remarked that our procedure can be used as final stage in Sameh's (slowly
convergent) parallel normreducing eigenvalue algoritm [10], in order to
obtain a quadratically convergent process.
The pivots of Tik are (R(i,k), m(i,k)), i- 1,...,n~2, with R(i,k) m(i,k)
and R(i,k) C R(j,k) for i C j. (1.5)
The caterpillar permutation Kn[2] generates a pivot strategy that annihi-
lates each off-diagonal element exactly once in a s~eep of ~ n(n-1) shear
transformations. These are performed in n-1 steps. Permutation Kn can be
read of from figure 1.
~ n - 3 -~ n -1
~
2 F 4 F 6 f ... F n- 2 F n
fig. 1 Caterpillar permutation Kn.
If b(0) - ( 1,2,...,n)T, then
(Knb(0))1 -
i
, 2 C i- 2k C n- 2
, 5 C i- 2k-1 C n- 1
. i - 3.n
. i - 1 .
(1.6)
k'ith b(k) - Kk b(0) we haven
4
{R(i,k), m(i,k)} - {bZi)1, bZi)} , - 1..... 2 n. (1.7)
Figure 2 gives the pivot pairs (~(i,k),m(i,k)) in the catherpillar order
forn-6
i
k 1 2 3
o (l.z) (3,4) (5.6)
1 (1,4) (2.6) (3.5)
2 (1,6) (2,3) (4,5)
3 (1.5) (2,4) (3.6)
4 (1.3) (2.5) (4.6)
fig. 2
For the proof of the quadratic convergence of the cyclic generalized
Jacobi-process the rule (1.3) is essential.
For the description of the process we divide A(k) into a diagonal and a
nondiagonal part D(k) and E(k) respectively.
E(k) - A(k) - D(k)' d(k) - aij . i(k) - j




Ek - ~~ E(k)~~F
- min ~aik)-a~~)~.
i~j




EO C ~,~10, (1.11)
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where r~ denotes the separation of the spectrum of A:
~ - min~a.-a ~.i:; 1 3
Condition (1.11) implies [1] that each eigenvalue ai is affiliated to
exactly one diagonal element, say aii
~~i - Sii~ C EO




The organisation of our paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the
parallel annihilators together with their properties and effects during
the first step. In section 3 we describe the consequences of the
annihilations in a complete sweep. In that section the main result is
attained:
if n) 7 and EO~~, s(lOn)-1 then En-1~~ C 2n(e0~,~)2 ( 5 e0~n-
Section 4 discusses conclusions and some unsolved problems.
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2. P.4RALLEL ANNIHILATORS. THE FIRST STEP
Without loss of generality we may assume that
(~(i,0), m(i,0)) -(2i-1,2i), i- 1,..., 1 n2
as in the caterpillar strategy. Now we consider the annihilation in the
first step, k- 0, with the annihilators Ti 0. For reasons of simplicity
the subscript k- 0, referring to the first step will be omitted in the
formulae of this section.
The shear transformation Ti only affects the elements in the (2i-1)-th and
the 2i-th row and column.
The Jacobi-parameters of Ti are pi' 9i' ri' si'
(pi qil
Ti - Il r. s. J ' pisi - qiri -i i
Let matrix A be partitioned as
All A21 '.. A1, 2 n
A21 A22 ..' A2, 2 n
A -
AZ n.l AZ n.2...
A2
n 2 n
where each 2 X 2 submatrix A. is given byij
(2.1)
(2.2)
-( a2i-1,2j-1 a2i-1.2j 1, i.j - 1,..., 1 n. (2.3)1~ Il a2i,2j-1 a2i,2j J 2
For the 2 x 2 blocks Ai~) of A(1) - S-lAS, where S- diag(Ti), we find
1, i- 1,..., 2 n.
Ai~) - Til ~ T~ Aij . (2.4)
7
























In order to simplify the formulae we set
6i - a2i,2i-1 ' xi - a2i-1,2i ' vi - a2i-1,2i-1-a2i,2i' i-1,...,2 n. (2.6)
The annihilation of both 6i and ui requires the solution of a quadratic
equation with discriminant v? t 4 6.x..
With (1.13) we get ~2oixi~ C1E2 C 3~~64 C ~vi~2~64. Thus
~1 . 4aixi vi2~ ) 31~32 .
Let be
Fi-- (lt4 oixivi ), Re(Fi) ) 0, 1 C i C 2 n.
Lowerbound (2.~) enables the formulation of
THEOREM 2.1 The shears
pi qi
1 1 } -xit )2 2Fi
vl(Fi(1;Fi)~2)






annihilate both 6i and xi. Such a shear Ti is called the annihílator,
related to the pivots in question.
8











, ~.,p. E C`{0}.i i
The condition pisi-qiri - 1 implies aipi - 2(FifFi)-1. With
(2~(FitFi))~ we get (2.15).
In the sequel we need the estimates in
' Si -
THEOREM 2.2. If e C~~10 then the following inequalities hold for Ti,
i - 1,...,2 n.
(a) ~Pi~2 ( 1 t(E~~)2 ( 1 t(E~9)2:
(b) ~Fi 4 Fi~-1 ~ Z' 4 E2ITt2:
(c) ~ÍTi~~2 ( 1 t 2 e~n ~ 5.





2 1 1 -2 } 1 1 2 2-~ -2PROOF ( a). ~Pi~ - ~ Z' 2(144 óivi )- ~( 2, Z(1-2 E ~9 ) ~Ti)
( Z t 2 (1-2(E~Tt)2(1-zE~n)-2)-~
,since 3) r~-2e. If ~x~ C 1~10 then (1-2 xz(1-2x)-2)-~ ~ 1 f 2x2.
Hence ~pi~2 ~ 1 4 E2~n2 ~ 1 t E2~92.
-1
(b) ~Fi ' Fi~-1 - ~1t4 Gi Nivi2 4(lt4 oiNivi2)~~
-1
( (1-2X2(1-2X)-2 4 (1-2X2(1-2X)-2)~)
where as above x- e~~. Simple but tedious calculations affirm
9
-1
(1-2x2(1-2x)-2 ~{1-2x2)(1-2x)-2)~) C 2. 4 x2, IxI C 1~10.
(c) Let be xi - IPiI2 ' I4iI2. Yi - IriI2 ~ IsiI2. z- Pri ' 9si. Then
~ x. z.
T.T. - 1 1i i -zi Yi
and xiyi - IziI2 - 1 as follows from the unimodularity of annihilator Ti.
,3
So xi } yi -((xi-yi)2 . 4IziI2 i 4) ) 2 and
NTiN2 - (xi'Yi'((xi4Yi)2 - 4)~)~2
With (2.8) we get
xi t Yi - 2- 2(Iz t Z Fill-1) t 2(I6i)2 4 IuiI2)~~yl(FitFl)I
C I(1-F.)~F.I t 2E2~Iv?(F.'F2)I- i i i i i
( (4lQiuil . 2e2)~IUi(Fi'F1)I ~ (2t5E2~~i2)E2~92
as follows from (2.10). Hence
IITi~F - xi t yi C 2 f 2.05 E2~32
From (2.13) and (2.14) it follows with easy calculations that
~T.~2 C 1 t 8 E~9 C 1~ 8 E~-1(1-2E~T2)-1 C 1 t 2 Ej~ C 6~2- 5 - 5 - -5
(2.14)
for E C ~~10.
(d) The derivation of (2.12) is similar to that of (2.10). o
An upperbound for the growth of norm of the nondiagonal part after the
first step is given in
10
THEOREM 2.3. If E~ n~10, then
E1 C(1t2E~n) E C 5 E.
PROOF. The 2 X 2 blocks in the partitioned A(1) are
A(1) - T-1 A. T. .i. j- 1,..., 3ij i ij ~ 2.
Since a2i)1,2i - a2i)2i-1 - 0, i- 1,..., Z, with (2.11) we find
E1 - F ~~A1~)~~F C ï ~~Ti1N2 ~Tjp2 ~Aij~Fi~j i~j
C ï ~~Ti~2 ~~Tjq2 ~~AijqF C(li2E~~)2 E2.- i~j -
According to (1.12) ai~)is affiliated with ai and
~ai~) - ~i~ ~ E0.
(2.15)
This affiliation is not changed by the annihilating transformation. This
will be proved in
THEOREM 2.4. If E C n~10 then the affiliation of the eigenvalues remains
unchanged by the annihilating transformation
A(1) - S-1 A S
where S- diag(T.) with T. given by (2.8)i i
PROOF. From (2.5) and (2.8) one gets
-1
la2i)1,2i-1 - a2i-1,2i-ll - I2 eiNivil(1tFi) ~
-1
C E2IUll-2 (1.(1-2E2Ivll-2)}) IUlI
- -1
C (E~8)2(1.(1-2(E~8)2)~) ~Ui~ C ~Ui~~126, (2.16)
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for E~9 ( 1~8. A change of affiliation only can be an exchange of affilia-
tion between two elements at say the i-th shear transformation. Assume
a2i-1,2i-1 and a2i)1,2i-1 to be affiliated with ~2i-1 and a2i respecti~.e-
ly. Then as follows from (2.15)
(1) 6
la2i-1,2i-1 -~2i-1~ C E ~ ~a2i-1,2i-1 -~2i1 C 5 E.
By (2.16)
(1) 1
la2i-1,2i-1 - a2i-1,2i-ll ~ 126 IUiI
1
~ 126 (I~2i-1-~2i1 ' 2E).
The change of affiliation implies
(1) 11
la2i-1,2i-1 - a2i-1,2i-ll ~ I~2i-1 -~2i1 - 5 E'
Consequently we get with (2.17) and (2.18)
11 1 1
I~2i-1 - ~2i1 - 5 E ~ 126I ~2i-1 - ~2i1 ' 63 E




3. THE EFFECT OF A COMPLETE SWEEP
For the estimates of the norm ek of the nondiagonal part E(k) of A(k),
k- 0,..., n-1, we make use of the conclusion based on theorem 2.3: if
Ek,~ ~ 10 then
ek{1 C (1;2EkI~i)Ek. (3.1)
In the first theorem we proof that a sufficient small e0 guarantees a slow
growth of ek.
THEOREM 3.1. If EO ~ 10 ~ n-1 then
1 -1
Ek ~ 10 n( n-k) , k- 0,..., n-1.
FROOF. Assume e ~ 1 -1k,~ - 10 (n-k) . Then, as follows from (3.1)
Ektl ~-1 ~(1}2Ek n-1) Ek n-1 ~ 10 (n-k)-1 (lt 5(n-k)-1).
It is easy to verify that
10 (n-k)-1 (1, 5 (n-k)-1) ( iÓ (n-k-1)-1
The transform A(k;l) is obtained from A(k) in two stages:
(3.2)
a
A(k4~) - S-1 A(k) - H(k) A(k) ~ B(k) (3.3)k '
A(k}1) ' A(k4~)S - A(k}~) H(k) ; C(k) (3-4)k
where H(k) denotes the diagonal part of both Sk and Skl
Thus by (1.2)
b(k) --4. a(k) . b(k) --r. a(k) i- 1.....n~2.~(i,k),j i,k m(i,k),j m(i,k),j i,k ~(i,k),j'
l3.5)
(k) (k'~r) (k'~)




G(k) - B(k)H(k) { 0(k) .
Then
A(k}1) - H(k)A(k)H(k) t G(k) .
(3.7)
(3.8)
.According to (3.8) the updating A(k ~ A(k 1) comes about by two actions:
a multiplication by two diagonal elements of Sk followed by the addition
of gi~). The multipliers H(k) are rather tame as can be seen in
THEOREM 3.2. If e0 ~ 10 ~~n then
n-2 (k) 2n ~~H ~~2 ~ 1551154 .
k-2
PP,OOF. With (2.9) and (3.2), we get
n-2 (k) 2 n-2 2 2 n-2 2
R ~~H ~~2 ~ n(1'Ek~n ) ~ R(lt(n-k)- ~100)
k-2 - k-2 - k-2
( R (1tk-2~100) ( 155~154
- k-2 -
for lÓ0 F k-2 -(R2~6-1)~100 and exp (n2~6-1)~100) C 155~154 . ok-2 -
tThe twofold action (3.8) for the construction of A(k 1 is the starting
point for the description on the history of the element a~n-1), i~ j,ij
after its annihilation in some step. Let the element in the position (i,j)
be annihilated in step N(i,j) -1 - N-1. Then
~
a.N - 0 a~N 1) - g(N) . í~ j.l.j l.j l.j
and
(3.9)
(k;l) (k) (k) (k) (k)a. - h. h. a. 4 g. N t 1 ( k( n-2. (3.10)
1.J l.i J.j l .j l.j~ - -
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So
~ai ~'1)~ ~ aH(k)GZ Iaik~I g~k)Il.j
and consequently
n-2
( ~ ï ~gik)I . i ~ j .
k-N ~
as follows from theorem 3.1.
The notational problems in the analysis of the parallel c5~clic Jacobi-
process are reduced with
DEFINITION 3.3. Let be V-(vij) E~nxn. Then V(k) -(vi~)) and V(k) -
(vi~)), k- 0,..., n-2, are defined by
v~k~ -1.~
la(n-1)I ~ nÉ2 n~2 qH(m)V2 Ig(k)I
1'~ - k-N m-kt1 Z 1'j
0 , i- j or {i,j} E{{,C(i,k),m(i,k)}~ 0~ i( n~2}
l vl . j
, (i,j) otherwise,
vi.j ~







Figure 3 illustrates the pattern of zeros in the successive matrices G(k),
k-1,..., n-2 - 4. The a indicates the position of an element annihilated
in a preceding step. The corresponding elements in G(k) contribute accor-
ding (3.8) to ai~-1).
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0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
~~(2)-
. G(4)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a o 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 0 0
kFig. 3. The matrices 'G , k-1,..., n-2 - 4, in case of the cater-
pillar cyclic order.
Ec.idently ~G(k)~ ( G(k)~. Our notation allows to reformulate (3.11) in
matricial form:
IE(n-1)I ~ 1~ nE2 IG(k)I ~~ n~2 IG(k)I
- 154 k-1 - 154 k-1
Thus
~ n-2 (k)
En-1 ~ 154 kEl ~~G ~~F . (3.15)
In the proof of the quadratic convergence an essential role has been re-
served for
THEOREM 3.4. Let be G(k) as defined in (3.~). If EOI,~ C(lOn)-1, then
uG(k)~~F ~ 8 ( 1. lÓ (n-k)-1) Ek~n (3.16)
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PROOF. Remark that OG(k)~F ~~P(k)u2 ~B(k)IF 4 0C(k)~F. Firstly we esti-
mate iIC(k)bF. BY ( 3.6) and (3.12)
~C(k)IIF ~ nF2 (( F(1)~c~k~(i.k)I2)~ ' (
ï(i)Icjkm(i,k)I2)~)
i-1 j-1 j-1
n~2 n(i) ( k~~) 2~i n(i) (k~;) 2 i
C E(~ri k~( E ~aj m(i k)~ )' ~9i k~( F ~aj.~(i,k)~ )).- i-1 j-1 j-1
where ï(1) denotes summation for all j except j-.C(i,k), m(i,k).
j-1
kith ( 2.8) it follows that
IIC(k)I~F ~ nF2 Pi k(~6i.k~( F(1)Ia~k`i) )2)~.~u. ~(
F(i)la(kti) I2)~)
i-1 j-1 J.m(i,k) i,k j-1 J,~(i,k)
where c. - a(k) u - a(k) andi,k m(i,k),,i(i,k)' i,k ~(i,k),m(i,k)
2 2 2 -~
i,k - Ivi,k(Fi,kfFi,k) I '
`ow ~vi kl-1 ~~-1(1-2 ek~n)-1 ~ T1-1(1-(n-k)-1~5)-1 ~(lt(n-k)-1~4)~Ti for
n- k) 2. (2.12) and (3.2) imp1Y ~(Fi,k}Fi k),2I-~ ~ 1' S Ek~~,2 C 1.012.
Hence
IIC(k)IIF ~ 0.506(1.(n-k)-1j4) (Sk(A(kt~) t nF2(Ióikl2 4 Ixik)2)~T2i-2
~ 42 (1.(n-k)-1~4) ~S ~2 E2~n ~ 42 (lt(n-k)-1~4) (1.(n-k)-1~5) E2~Tt-83 k2 k -83 k
as follows from (2.11) and (3.2). Thus
~C(k)~IF t 83 (1t(n-k)-1~2)Ek~n .
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In a similar way one gets, now with (2.9):
b (B(k)P(k)) ~ QB(k)~ ~H(k)~ ~ 42 (lt(n-k)-1~4)(1r(n-k)-2~100) E2~T2k - F 2-83 k
~ 83 (lt3(n-k)-1~8) Ek~~, .
Hence
~0(k)~F ~ 83 (lt7(n-k)-1~10) ek~n .
THEOREM 3.5. If EO~~ ((lOn)-1 then
4 n-2 1 k-1 -1 2 2
En-1 ~ 53 F ( 1, ip (n-k)- ) iT (lt(n-j) ~5) e0~n . (3.17)k-1 j-0
PROOF. By (3.15) and (3.16)
n-2
tn-1 ~ 54 83 kïl(1' p(n-k)-1)
EkITi
. (3.18)
According to theorem 3.1 ek~~ C 1~10 for k- 0,1,..., n-1 if e0~~,
~ 10 ~-1' Hence by (3.1) and (3.2),
Ekil ( (1.(n-k)-lI5)ek. k - 0..... n-2
Thus
k-1 -1ek C iT (lt(n-J) ~5) EO ,
- j-o
k - 0,..., n-1 . (3.19)
So (3.17) is a consequence of (3.18) and (3.19).
LEMMA 3.6. Let be
n-2 1 k-1 -1 2
tn - F(1. 10 (n-k)- ) R(1'(n-j) ~5)
k-1 j-0
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Then for n ) 3
tn ( 11 n~6 } 1
PROOF. It is easy to see that tn satisfies the recurrence relation
2
tntl - (1` 5 (ntl)-1) (tn}lr,~n-1~5)
With starting value t3 - 20 (16~15)2 one verifies that
tn C 16 n t 1, n- 3,4,..., 9. Now assume tn C 11 n~6 t 1. Then
2tn}1 C(1} 5(n;l)-1) (16 nt2,7n-1~5) C 11(n'1)~6 t 1
for n ) 9. o
This lemma together with theorem 3.6 enables us to finish the proof of the
quadratic convergence as formulated in
THEOREM 3.7. If EO~~, C( lOn)-1 then
En-1 ~ cn EO~n
where cn - ~ (lln~6t1). So
2k-1 2k
~k(n-1) ~ (cn~Tt) EO .
PROOF. ( 3.17) and ( 3.18) give
En-1 ~~(l1n~641) E~,T! C 5 EO




It goes without saying that our proof shares important features with the
proof of the analoguous problem for real symmetric matrices [6,7,11,12).
As in the paper of Ruhe [9] the complexity of the proof rises from the
non-unitary transformations. These hinder the monotonic decrease of the
norm of the non-diagonal parts E(k) of the successive matrices A(k).
The proof is restricted to the case of almost diagonal matrices in the
sense that ~E(0)~F is small relatively n- min ~ai-~j~, the separation of
i~j
A's spectrum.
The method clarifies that in the final stage of a norm reducing eigenvalue
algorithm the annihilation procedure suffices for the convergence of the
process and can be executed in stead of the complicated and time consuming
normreducing shear transforms in both the Eberlein as in the Sameh algo-
rithm [3,8,14].
The long sequence of worst case estimates brings about that despite their
stepwise sharpness even the final bound (3.20) underestimates the conver-
gence quite considerably. The uniform lowerbound n(1-2Ek~~,) ~ 9k for all
~aii) - ajj)~ especially leads to a pessimistic result. -
A numerical result illustrates that the condition e0~~, ((lOn)-1 is far
too strong as appeared in many test cases. The matrix is of order 6. A- D
~ E with
D - diag(1.36,29.22,8,15), eij - 2.8(j-i) . (4.1)
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The eigenvalues of A are 3.416218, 9.792723, 15.704854, 21.295146,
27.207277 and 33.583782. So ~- 5.590292.
k ek k Ek k Ek
0 15.336223 7 3.647763 14
1 22.305149 8 2.061459 15
2 19.654710 9 0.698883 16
3 15.030077 lo 0.257238 17
4 11.300451 11 0.907285.10-1 18
5 5.509465 12 0.595277.10-1 19








Fig. 4. The sequence Ek with caterpillar cyclic order.
Figure 4 illustrates that the convergence occurs despite the large EO~~.
There rest interesting researchproblems. Firstly how to modify the algo-
rithm in case of multiple eigenvalues. The papers [4,13J give useful in-
formation for the structure of an almost diagonal matrix with multiple
eigenvalues. It seems reasonable to skip the shear transform Tik if the
corresponding diagonal elements of A~k~ are affiliated with equal eigen-
values.
The criterion, based on min ~aiki - a~k~~ and e, for the transfer from
i~j J,j k
the normreduction in the Sameh process to the annihilation procedure is an
important question for future research [14].
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